In finite graph Z After the first up-step to A 1 (Z d ), the number of paths d-tuples, so there are d 1-paths and the expected number of percolating paths in graph induced by the up-step traversal is ψ 1 = dp. After second up-step, there are d 2 2-paths and ψ 2 = (ψ 1 d) · p = (dp)
2 . Inductively, after k up-steps, there are d k k-paths and ψ k = (dp) k :
If each k-path is extended by 1 down-step and 1 up-step, avoiding vertex repetition, to (k + 2)-path, there would be no more than d k (k +2)-paths, Fig. 1 (right). Other extensions would have to come from the non k-paths, which cannot be extended to (k+2)-path, so
A down-step, avoiding vertex repetition, extends (k+2)-path to (k + 4)-path. Two down-steps, avoiding vertex repetition, extend k-path to (k + 4)-path. There are no more than 2d
, because other (k +4)-paths would have to come from the extensions of non (k+2)-paths and non k-paths, which is not possible. Inductively, one down-step,.., and m downsteps, extend (k+2m−2)-paths,.., and k-paths to (k+2m)-paths. There are no more than md
From inequalities (1) and (2),
are k edges away from the origin v 0 ∈ G and A k (G) contains the vertices that belong to arcs A k+i (Z d ), which are visited in the shortest up-step traversal of G. The shortest traversal to A k (G) is traversal via neighborhoods N u (v, G), which builds k-paths ending in arcs A k+i (Z d ):
Modification of Z d either removes or adds the edges from
For all the rotations of G, there is the greatest number of k-paths to some A k+i ′ (Z d ), which minimizes percolating probability:
, so that in the up-step traversal the greatest number of vertices get closer to
Thus, the extensions do not lower
Triangular lattice T embeds Z 2 , so it has two pairs of opposite sides, Fig. 2 . 
Triangular lattice is built by adding ↑1+↑2 and ↓1+↓2 (left) or by adding ↑1+↓2 and ↓1+↑2 (right) to each v ∈ Z 2 .
After 1 st up-step in the traversal of T, there are 2 paths that end in A 1 (Z 2 ) and 1 path that ends in A 2 (Z 2 ):
After 2 nd up-step in the traversal of T, the number of paths doubles for the up-steps from
. The number of paths does not change for the up-steps from
After k th up-step in the traversal of T, the paths from
In the up-step traversal and for odd or even k → ∞, the greatest number of paths end in A k+ Hexagonal lattice H embeds modified Z 2 , since it is obtained by removing from every other vertex v ∈ Z 2 its neighbor v+↑ 1 . For any rotation of H, the neighborhood of v ∈ H is the same: 
, so it has (2d − 2) pairs of opposite arcs, which in any rotation of B d look the same, Fig. 4 .
A. Up-step Traversal of B d
The shortest up-step traversal to arc A k (B d ) is a traversal along edges ↑ ′ i and arcs of Z 2d−2 embeded in B d :
A vertex v at the end of edge ↑ 
B. Critical Probability for Bond Percolation
For any rotation of B d , the definition of up-step neighborhoods is the same:
For each vertex in A 1 (Z 2d−2 ), there are 2 up-step neighbors in A 2 (Z 2d−2 ). For each vertex in A 2 (Z 2d−2 ), there are (2d−2) up-step neighbors in A 3 (Z 2d−2 ) and 1 up-step neighbor in A 4 (Z 2d−2 ):
Vertices in A 3 (B d ) are vertices of paths ending in arcs
, and A 6 (Z 2d−2 ):
In the traversal from a vertex in 
Inductively, for (k + 1) and (k + 2), 
